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If an individual experience any problem in their teeth, most probably they tend towards visiting a
general dentistry in their area. Their area of specialty includes on the diagnosis, prevention, study
and treatment of a variety of disorders and conditions of the maxillofacial areas and associated
structures in the human body and as well as the oral cavity. Some of the people truly undermine the
importance of general dentistry but the fact is this type of treatment is very important. Oral diseases
are becoming common problems for most of the people around the world.

General Dentistry Conroe basically focuses on both preventative activities and therapeutic
treatments. They help their patient to prevent diseases like tooth decay and periodontal disease.
Tooth decay cause because of a bacterial infection and this also destroy the organic matter of the
tooth through the production of acids caused by food debris that collects on the surface of the tooth.
As far as periodontal disease is concerned, it affects one or more of the periodontal tissues. Most
commonly this type of disease is gingivitis and periodontitis. Other types of treatment can be easily
taken from a general dentistry include:

â€¢	Teeth restoration ï‚® Fillings

â€¢	Removal/Extraction of teeth ï‚® Not possible to fix

â€¢	Scaling teeth ï‚® Treatment of periodontal problems

â€¢	Root canal ï‚® Treatment of abscessed teeth

A general dentist Conroe could help you in curing different dental problems using the following
treatments:

â€¢	Porcelain veneers â€“ Sculpted pieces of porcelain designed to fit over teeth, often more resilient than
natural enamel.

â€¢	Tooth crowns â€“ It is used to encase and protect damaged teeth.

â€¢	Dental bridges â€“ This treatment is used when one or more false teeth suspended between two
crowns and if your gum and bone tissue cannot sustain an implant.

â€¢	Dental implants â€“ It is used for the replacement of teeth that look and function exactly like natural
teeth, consisting of a titanium post and a dental crown.

â€¢	Tooth bonding â€“ In this type of treatment an application of white composite material is used to repair
chips, cracks, and broken pieces of teeth; also protects enamel and whitens appearance of teeth.

â€¢	Gum recontouring â€“ It is used for the removal of excess gum tissue from the front surface of your
teeth using a soft tissue laser.

The research so far depicts that the cosmetic dentistry gives a psychological and social boost to
patients, granting them a new level of confidence in themselves and also for creating a positive
impressions in the competitive workplace.
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Nikebell - About Author:
Get the a general dentistry Conroe service and make your smile healthy and brighter. To get this
service by the professionals log on conroedentistry.com.
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